The number of babies born per
1000 people per year.

The difference between the
birth and the death rate.

The number of people who die
per 1000 per year.

When the number of people in a
country can no longer be supported
the resources.

The average age a person can
expect to live to in a country.
The percentage of the population
that is dependent on the working
population.
% of population under 15 + % of population over 65
____________________________________________ x 100
% of people of working age

The number of babies who die
before their 1st birthday per 1000
per year.

A population pyramid shows a countries population
structure. It looks at the number of males and females in
each age group.
1. The higher the top bar on the pyramid
the better the life expectancy.

Male

1

2.. You can see if there are an equal
number of men and women.

Female
2

3

4
4. The 0-4 age group tells you about the
birth rate.

3. Bulges and dips occur when lots of
people move in or out of a country or are
killed in a war

More healthcare/education/empowered women

Amazon
population
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fluctuating
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Death rate

High and
fluctuating

Rapidly
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Slowly
falling

Low and
fluctuating

Low and
fluctuating

Population
growth rate

Zero

Very high

High

Zero

Negative

Population
size

Low and
steady

Rapidly
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Increasing

High and
steady

Slowly
falling

A population structure of a country is how many
people there are in each age group of the
population, and how many there are in each sex.

Stage 1
Birth rate is high because there is no contraception and
people have lots of children as many die.
Death rate is high because poor healthcare.
Population growth rate is zero.

Population structure- life expectancy is low, and the
population is mostly young.

Stage 2
Birth rate is high because there is no contraception. Also
the economy is primary so children are needed for this.
Death rate falls due to improved health care.
Population growth rate is very high.
Population structure- life expectancy has increased, still
more young people than older.

Stage 3
Birth rate is rapidly falling due to the empowerment of
women and better education. The use of contraception has
increased. The economy has changed to manufacturing.
Death rate falls due to more medical advances.
Population growth rate is high.
Population structure- more people are living to be older.

Stage 4
Birth rate is low because people move to urban areas so
their wealth improves and they want more possessions.
Death rate is low and fluctuating.
Population growth rate is zero.
Population structure- life expectancy is high, so even
more people are living to be older.

Stage 5
Birth rate is slowly falling because there is less money to
raise children because people have dependent elderly
relatives.
Death rate is low and fluctuating.
Population growth rate is negative.
Population structure- more older people than younger.

Way to many people for the number of resources!

Happens to LEDCs/ NICs because they have high
birth rates and a falling death rate (they are
developing slowly)

Not enough
jobs.

Food shortages

Services cant
cope.

Economic

Increased waste
and pollution.

Social
Not enough
houses.
Children have
to work to
support large
families.

Increased
poverty.

Environmental

Natural resources such
as wood are used up.

Why was Chinas population controlled?
China had to control its population as the country was increasing and increasing. In the
1950s, China wanted to improve its wealth; the President thought the country had too many
people to increase its wealth.
-There were more people in China than the combined population of Europe, the Americas
and Japan.
-The population was creeping quickly to 1 Billion people.

Reasons why China thought it
wouldn’t become rich with a big
population
-Need more food which means they
couldn’t sell a lot to other countries
-The government would have to
spend a lot of money on health care
and education.
- Wouldn’t be enough jobs for
everyone so the government would
have to pay benefits

Has it worked?
The One child Policy
In 1979 the Chinese government introduced the One Child Policy. This
meant each couple could only have one child.
If couples had more than one child they would have to pay fines or they
would force the mother to have an abortion. You had to be married and
over 25years to have children.
If couples had one child they would get free healthcare, education and
money.
Married couples in the countryside were allowed 2 children as the
government saw that children were needed to help with farming.
As families were only allowed one child, most wanted a boy to keep on
the family name, so if women found out they were having a girl they
would adopt or abort the baby. This now has created a large population
of males and not enough females. In 2000, it was reported that 90% of
foetuses aborted in China were female. Today it is thought that men
outnumber women by more than 60 million.

The birth rate in China
has fallen since 1979,
and the rate of
population growth is
now 0.7%.
China's one-child policy
has been somewhat
relaxed in recent
years. Couples can now
apply to have a second
child if their first child is
a girl, or if both parents
are themselves onlychildren.
While China's population
is now rising more
slowly, it still has a
very large total
population (1.3 billion in
2008).

Gambia has a large youthful population and is an LEDC in Africa. There
has been a taboo on contraceptives and the birth rate is high, on average each
woman in her life time will have 7 children. It is thought that the
population will double every 28 years.
Gambia is a very poor country, there is not enough money to build
infrastructure and develop towns. Healthcare is very limited and the infant
mortality rate is 73 per 1000.

Education
More and more children are
attending school. NGOs are
working with the government
to encourage girls to go to
school in order to get a good
education and go onto work.

Solutions

Problems having a young population
 High dependency ratio.
 Financial problems – not having enough money to
feed and support the growing family. Malnutrition is
common.
 Homes often don’t have electricity and are
overcrowded.
 Sanitation is very poor.
 Desertification of the forests, people use the wood
for fires housing and selling. The land left ends up as
desert therefore making the temperature rise.
Health care
To reduce the infant mortality rate
funding from Canada is used to provide
free vaccination for children. Improved
maternity care helps the mothers to
survive.

Contraception
There are now awareness campaigns and radio
adverts. An NGO called Futures is giving very
cheap contraception. Due to this programme
the population growth rate has dropped from
4.2% to 3%.

GambiaHELP (NGO)
 Work with communities to identify
and solve health problems.
 Improve primary education.
 Empowering rural communities.
 Support initiatives such as health,
environment
protection
and
sanitation.
 Construct wells which include a hand
pump and an animal trough, provide
funds for repairs. Separate water wells
constructed for washing and cooking
facilities.

Encourage larger families

Good healthcare

Cause
Life expectancy
Good facilities such
as hospitals

Encourage immigration=
more working population

Management

Raise the retirement
age

Pressure on healthcare
Pensions
Economy grows
more slowly.

Effects
Increased taxes
People look after elderly relatives and have fewer
children

What are the causes?
1) People are living longer because of advances in medicine and better standards of
living. Between 1980 and 2006 the life expectancy rose 2.6 years for women and
6.4 years for men.
2) Lot of babies were born in the 1940s and 1960s- they are now retiring and creating
a pensioner boom.
3) Since the 1970s the number of babies being born has fallen.

Problems
for the
UK
The government is
struggling to pay the state
pension- the taxes paid by
the small working population
are not enough to cover it.
Strategy

More elderly people are living
in poverty- the working
population isn't large enough
to pay for a decent pension.

The health service is under pressure
as older people need more medical
care. The average stay in hospital for
over 75 is 13 days whereas for the
whole of the UK it is 8 days.

Economic issues
o Taxes need to go up as there is a reduced
working population who pay the taxes
and an increased older population who
use the taxes because of pensions and the
services they need.
o The economy of the country grows more
slowly- less money spent on education
and business and more on retirement
homes.
Social issues
o Healthcare services are stretched.
o People spend time working as unpaid
careers.
o People may have fewer children as they
are looking after elderly relatives.
o People will have to retire later, as they
wont be able to live on the state pension
as it will be lower with more elderly for
the government to provide a pension for.

Description

Example

Raise the retirement age

This means people will have to work for longer, so more people paying
tax and less claiming pensions.

The UK will raise the
retirement age to 68 by 2046.

Encourage immigration of young people

This increases the number of people paying taxes, which helps to pay
the state pension and services.

Around 80% of UK
immigrants in 2004 were 34
or under

Encourage women to have children

This makes having children more affordable and in time will increase
the working population who pay taxes for pensions and services.

The UK has working family
tax credits

Encourage people to take out private pensions

If people have private pensions they wont be so dependent on the state
pension.

The government gives tax
breaks.

Refugees = forced to leave a
country due to things like war,
religious persecution or a natural
disaster.

Immigration

Emigration

Economic
• A shortage of jobs.
• Low wages
Social
• Poor standard of living
• Poor healthcare and education
Political
• Being persecuted because of religion or
political views
• War
Environmental
• Natural hazards
• A poor environment due to crime or
pollution

Economic migrant= move
voluntarily from poorer to richer
places looking for higher wages and
a better quality of life.

Skills
shortageskilled
people
migrate.

Migrant workers
pay taxes that
help
to
fund
services.

Money is usually
sent back.

There’s a bigger
labour force.

Source
(Where they have
come from)

Labour shortageworking
age
people migrate.
There is
pressure
services.

less
on

Elderly people left who
cant work or contribute
the economy.

Locals and immigrants
compete for jobs-tension
and conflict.

Host/Receiving
(where they go to)

The increased demand
for services can lead to
overcrowding.

Some money earned
by immigrants is
sent home rather
than spent in the
host country.

Points based system- Allows choice of who comes into the country. People are given points
based on education, age, work experience and whether they speak the language.

Limits and targets- Limits and targets are set by some countries to make sure they don’t let too
many or too few . The limits are set by looking at how many jobs are available.

Controlling illegal immigration- Lots of countries arrest and force illegal immigrants to leave
the country. People who house illegal immigrants can be sent to jail.

Migrants moving from Poland
to the UK are classed as
economic migrants.

Push factors from Poland include high unemployment of 19%.
-Low wages of £8000
-housing shortages with only 300
houses available for every 1000
people
-Lack of higher education
-Low standard of living

Impacts to Poland (origin country)
-(+) Money is sent back to Poland, this
is called remittances, this strengthens
their economy (£1bil)
- (-) Skilled workers leaving Poland,
this is called the Brain drain
- (-) Underpopulation, an ageing
population in Poland. (82% aged 18-34
migrant from Poland)
- (+) Most migrants are temporarily
leave Poland, so come back with
better skills and money

Between 2004 and 2007
half a million poles arrived

If a country is part of
the EU, you can move
freely between every
country

The UK government attempts to manage
immigration. Polish workers have to register
under the worker registration scheme. For new EU
countries like Bulgaria the government tightened
their control and now migrants have to get
permission from the home office to work here and
it is only granted for certain jobs – where there is a
shortage. Other counties manage migration
through a point based system based on education,
age, language ability etc e.g. Australia. The UK is
looking at this. We also have limits and targets set
and we control illegal immigration though
deportation – here illegal migrants are arrested,
jailed and forced to return home.

The UK has pull factors such as
-higher wages of £20,000
- low unemployment of 4%.
-Higher standard of living
-Higher education opportunities
-Already a multicultural society
- Part of the EU so can enter easily
and gain a working visa

Impacts to the UK (host country)
-(+) Polish migrants contributed £1.9
billion in taxes .
-(+) provide skilled workers like
plumbers, will do unpleasant jobs
like cleaning.
- (+) Creates multicultural society
- (-) Puts pressure on public services
(health, education)
- (-) creates tension in the community
(e.g they take our jobs)
-(-) overcrowding

Huge numbers of people migrate from Africa to the EU. For example by crossing the
Mediterranean sea to Spain. 45,000 emigrants from Africa were refused entry to Spain in 2001.
Many of these migrants were refugees, who felt forced to move due to wars in central and
western African countries.
There are only push factors for African refugees of war- people flee their countries due to the
threat of violence and death.

Impacts in African countries

Impacts on Spain

 The working population is
reduced so there are fewer people
contributing to the economy.
 Families become separated when
fleeing from wars.
 The elderly population is left
behind as it is mainly the young that
flee.

 Social tension between immigrants and
Spaniards.
 More unskilled workers in Spain which
has filled the gaps in the labour market.
 Average wages for unskilled jobs has
fallen because there are so many people
who want the jobs.
 The birth rate has increased as there are
so many young immigrants.

